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AF1 - Cancellation / Delay to trip:
➤ Cancellation / Delay to trip
➤ Missed flight

Mondial Assistance
World leader in travel assistance and insurance

Insurer: AGA INTERNATIONAL
Tour Gallieni II - 36, avenue du Général de Gaulle
93175 Bagnolet Cedex

General Terms and Conditions
AF1 - Cancellation / Delay to trip
The cover provided by your policy is governed by the Insurance Code.
Your policy consists of these General Terms and Conditions, supplemented by your
Specific Terms and Conditions.
The cover specified below, and for which you have paid the corresponding premium, is stated in your Specific Terms and Conditions.
This cover applies to all trips, both private and business travel, sold by the approved
organisation or intermediary with whom you took out this policy.
Please read your General Terms and Conditions carefully. These specify our respective rights and obligations and answer any questions that you may have.

definitions
A number of terms are frequently used in our insurance policies. The list below
contains the meaning that shall be given to these terms.

DEFINITION OF THE PARTIES TO THE POLICY
THE INSURED PARTY:
- the policyholder,
- the persons named in your Specific Terms and Conditions,
provided that their tax and legal residence is located in Europe.
WE: AGA International, hereinafter referred to by its commercial name,
Mondial Assistance, i.e. the Insurer with whom this insurance policy was taken out.
POLICYHOLDER: the signatory of the specific terms and conditions, who thereby
undertakes to pay the insurance premium.
YOU: the insured person or persons.

DEFINITION OF INSURANCE TERMS
OVERSEAS: any country excluding the country where you are resident or of which
you are a citizen, together with France or any of its overseas territories.
EUROPE: European Union (including the following over-seas territorial collectivities:
Reunion, Martinique, Guadeloupe and Guyana) and Switzerland.
ACCIDENTAL EVENT: any sudden, unforeseeable event outside of the insured
party’s control.
EXCESS: share for which you remain responsible in the settlement of a claim.
Excess amounts in respect of each item of cover are specified in the cover and
excess amounts table.
APPROVED ORGANISATION: travel professionals, transport professionals,
associations, works committees.
TIME LIMITATION: period beyond which any claim is time-barred.
CLAIM: all harmful consequences of an event falling within the scope of one of the
types of cover taken out. All damages arising from the same initial cause constitute
one and the same claim.
SUBROGATION: process by which we replace you in respect of your rights and legal
actions against any party liable for your damages, in order to obtain repayment of
the sums which we have paid you following a claim.
THIRD PARTY: any individual or legal entity, except for:
- the insured person,
- members of his/her family,
- people accompanying him/her,
- his employees, whether salaried or not, while carrying out their duties.
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PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION BY AIR: Passenger transportation service by air
making places available for valuable consideration, distributed directly through
approved agents or by the travel organiser that chartered the flight, the timetables,
availabilities and prices for which are publicized and resulting in a travel document
being issued.
FLIGHT CONFIRMATION: formality required by the travel organiser according to
the procedures defined in its terms of sale, allowing the purchase of the ticket to be
validated and the booking of the places to be held.
REGULAR FLIGHT: scheduled flight made a commercial aeroplane, the precise
timetables and frequencies of which match those published in the “Official Airlines
Guide”.
TRIP: transport and/or stay organized, sold or supplied by the organisation or
approved intermediary with whom this policy was taken out and planned to take
place within the period of validity of this policy.
u Relating to cover for “Cancellation / Delay to trip”:
NATURAL DISASTER: event caused by the abnormal intensity of a natural agent.
SERVICE CHARGES: charges levied by the official organization or agent which
organized the trip for issuing amending or reimbursing a ticket.
TEMPORARY INCAPACITY: medically diagnosed loss, for a limited period of time,
of a person’s functional capacity, requiring them, on the day of the cancellation, to
cease all activity (including professional activity if applicable) and requiring medical
care and treatment to be carried out.

POLICy TERRITORY
The cover applies worldwide, before you set off on the trip.

cover and excess amounts table
cover amounts
and limits

items of cover

excesses or
cover trigger
points

CANCELLATION / DELAY TO TRIP
•	Following the occurrence of an incident provided for by the policy (other
than those detailed below)
•	Following modification of holiday
dates by the employer
• Following the theft of identity papers

Refund of cancellation fees according to the scale applied by
the airline or refund of change
fees in the event of postponement of the trip:
-	limited to € 6,500 per insured person and €32,000 per
event

N/A
25% of the amount
of the cancellation
fees insured subject
t o a m i n i m u m of
€ 30 and a maximum
of € 150 per insured
person.

MISSED FLIGHT
• When you miss your departure plane

Reimbursement of the purchase price of a new one way
departure or departure and
return ticket or of the modification fee, for a departure within
24 hours, up to a ceiling per
insured person of the amount
of the single departure or
departure and return ticket
initially purchased.
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N/A

EXCLUSIONS COMMON TO ALL TYPES OF COVER
In addition to the specific exclusions stated for each type of cover, we never insure
the consequences of the following circumstances and events:
1.	civil or foreign wars, riots, popular movements, strikes, hostage taking, handling of weapons;
2.	your voluntary participation in bets, crimes or fights, except in a case of legitimate defence;
3. any effects of a nuclear origin or caused by any source of ionising radiation;
4.	your intentional acts or acts whose outcome is known by you and which cause
damage, including suicide and attempted suicide;
5.	your consumption of alcohol, drugs or any stupefying substance listed in the
French Public Health Code, not medically prescribed;
6.	incidents for which liability may be incumbent on either your travel organiser in
accordance with Sections VI and VII of Law N° 92-645 of 13 July 1992, stipulating
the conditions for the business of organising activities and selling stays, or on
the carrier, in particular for reasons of air safety and/or overbooking;
7. your refusal to board the flight originally planned by the approved organisation.

YOUR POLICY COVERAGE
CANCELLATION / DELAY TO TRIP
1. PURPOSE OF THE COVER
When you cancel your booking, the authorised organisation or intermediary for
your trip may hold you responsible for all or part of the cost of the service; this
is described as cancellation fees, and these fees increase as the departure date
approaches. The fees are calculated using a scale of charges specified in the General
Terms and Conditions of Sale of your trip.
We reimburse you for the amount of the cancellation fees or modification fees of
tickets in the event of a delay to the journey, after deduction of the excess amount
shown in the cover and excess amounts table.
2. EVENTS COVERED IN THE CASE OF A CANCELLATION
Cancellation, notified before your departure and after insurance has been taken out,
must be the result of one of the following events, which absolutely prevents you
from departing.
2.1. Temporary or permanent disability of:
		 •	you, your spouse or common law partner, your ascendants or descendants,
and those of your spouse/partner,
		 •	your brothers, sisters, brothers-in-law, sisters-in-law, sons-in-law, daughters-in-law, fathers-in-law, mothers-in-law, legal guardian, and also the
person for whom you are the guardian,
		 • your professional replacement,
		 •	another member of your family provided that hospitalisation is for more
than 48 hours,
		 directly resulting:
		 • from an illness or accident,
		 •	from the consequences, after-effects, complications or aggravation of an
illness or an accident which was recorded before your trip was booked.
		If you are unable to prove the reality of this disability or if the information provided does not prove the material circumstances, we may refuse your claim.
2.2. The death of:
		 •	you, your spouse or common law partner, your ascendants or descendants,
and those of your spouse/partner,
		 •	your brothers, sisters, brothers-in-law, sisters-in-law, sons-in-law, daughters-in-law, fathers-in-law, mothers-in-law, legal guardian, and also the
person for whom you are the guardian,
		 • your professional replacement,
		 • another member of your family.
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2.3. Serious damage to property resulting from:
		 • a burglary,
		 • a fire,
		 • water damage,
		 • a climate incident,
		definitely requiring your presence at that location on your scheduled day of
departure to implement protective measures and administrative actions and
which affects over 50% of:
		 • your main or secondary residence,
		 • your farming establishment,
		 •	your business premises if you are a craftsman, trader, business manager or
if you are in a liberal profession.
2.4. Being called for an organ transplant during your holiday.
2.5.	A vaccination contraindication, the effects of vaccination or being medically
unable to take the preventive treatment required for your trip destination,
provided that you received a documented favourable medical opinion prior to
you booking the trip.
2.6.	Serious damage to your vehicle occurring within the 48 hours prior to your
departure, provided that it can no longer be used to take you to your final holiday location.
2.7.	An accident or a breakdown of your means of transport occurring during your
transportation to the departure point, involving a delay of more than two
hours, having made you miss the flight booked for your departure, provided
that you have taken the steps to reach the airport at least two hours before the
time limit for boarding.
2.8.	Redundancy of yourself or your spouse, provided that the procedure had not
been started by the day on which you took out this policy.
2.9.	Obtaining employment as a salaried employee or remunerated training, taking
effect before or during the dates planned for your trip, while you were registered for unemployment benefit and provided that it does not involve a contract
extension or renewal, or an assignment provided by a temporary employment
company.
2.10.	Your employer changing the date of your paid holidays. This cover is provided
to salaried employees, excluding skilled trades people, retailers, members of
a profession, directors of a company or its legal representatives. This holiday
leave, corresponding to an entitlement, must have been previously agreed by
the employer prior to booking the journey.
		Compensation is paid after deduction of the specific excess amount stated in
the cover and excess amounts table. This excess also applies to those persons
booked on the trip at the same time as you.
		This cover does not apply if the policyholder is the company which has changed the holidays.
2.11.	Your unforeseen, compulsory summons to appear in court, as a witness or for
jury service that cannot be postponed.
2.12.	Being called for resits as part of your higher education, on a date occurring
during the period of your insured trip provided that it was not known when this
policy was taken out that the exam had not been passed.
2.13.	Refusal of a tourist visa by the authorities of your trip country, provided that
you had not submitted a request that was refused by these authorities for a
previous trip and that your actions allowed sufficient time for them to take
a position prior to your departure and subject to your compliance with the
constraints imposed by the administrative authorities of this country.
2.14.	Theft, within the 48 hours prior to your departure, of your identity papers
(passport, identity card) essential for going through customs during your travel, provided that steps for their renewal are carried out immediately.
		Compensation is paid after deduction of the specific excess amount stated in
the cover and excess amounts table. This excess also applies to those persons
booked on the trip at the same time as you.
2.15.	Your professional transfer, imposed on you by your employer, but not in
connection with a disciplinary matter, that requires you to move house during
the time of your trip or at the latest, 8 days before the trip, provided that the
transfer was not known about when you took out this policy</span>.
2.16.	Your notification of the adoption of a child during the period of the trip, provided that the notification was not known about when you took out this policy.
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2.17.	A riot, a terrorist attack or an act of terrorism occurring abroad in the destination or holiday town(s)/city/cities.
		You are covered in the event of a riot, terrorist attack or act of terrorism, when
the following conditions are met:
		 -	the event involved material damage and bodily injury in the destination or
holiday town(s),
		 -	the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs advises against travel to the destination or trip town(s).city/cities,
		 - the travel organiser is unable to offer another place of destination or a
replacement holiday,
		 -	the departure date is planned for less than 30 days after the date of occurrence of the event,
		 -	no similar event has occurred in the destination or holiday town(s)/city/cities
in the 30 days prior to reserving your trip.
2.18.	Cancellation, for one of the events mentioned above (articles 2.1. to 2.17.), of
one or more people booked at the same time as you and insured under this
policy if, because of this withdrawal, you have to travel alone.
		However, for people who are part of the same household for tax purposes, all
insured persons from the household for tax purposes are covered under the
“Cancellation” cover.
IMPORTANT:
All of the services covered by this policy, irrespective of whether they are additional
or sequential, constitute a single trip, which only has one single date of departure:
the one mentioned by the organisation or authorized mediator of your trip as commencing the service insured.
3. AMOUNT COVERED
We will refund, within the limits of the amounts shown in the table of coverage and
deductibles, the cancellation fee charged by the agency or authorised intermediary
for your trip, by applying the contractual scale shown in the General Conditions of
Sale.
We will also refund, on any type of service, the tax related to the carrier’s surcharge,
costs related to processing the refund up to 20 Euros, and the options purchased by
the customer before and after the reservation and associated with the flight.
Regarding air-only flights, service charges are refundable in their entirety, to the
extent that they are part of the insured amount declared upon subscription of this
contract.
The costs of tips, visas and other fees other than service charges, as well as the
premium paid for the subscription to this contract, are not refundable.
Our indemnity is always limited to the amount of the charges to which you would
have been charged if you had notified the agency or authorised intermediary on the
day on which the event occurred.
A deductible per person insured, of the amount shown in the table of amounts of
coverage and deductibles, is always deducted from the indemnity due to you.
4. COVER EXCLUSIONS
In addition to the exclusions that are common to all types of cover, the consequences of the following circumstances and events are also excluded:
4.1.	illnesses already diagnosed or accidents already occurred, or treatment or
relapse or worsening or a hospital stay between the date on which the trip
booking was made and the date on which this policy was taken out;
4.2.	unstabilized pathologies that were diagnosed or treated during the 30 days
prior to your travel booking;
4.3.	pregnancy and/or its complications, beyond the 28th week, and in all cases,
voluntary termination of pregnancy, childbirth, in vitro fertilisation;
4.4.	forgetting to be vaccinated or to follow the preventative treatment necessary
for your travel destination;
4.5.	epidemics, local health situations, pollution, meteorological or climate events,
natural disasters occurring abroad, definitely caused by the abnormal intensity of a natural agent and those natural disasters referred to in Law no. 82-600
of 13 July 1982;
4.6. criminal proceedings against you;
4.7.	any event that occurs between the date on which you booked your journey
and the date when you took out this policy.
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5. WHAT YOU MUST DO IN THE EVENT OF CANCELLATION
In the event of a claim, you must firstly advise AIR FRANCE of your withdrawal by the
quickest methods as soon as a covered event that prevents your departure takes place.
Then, you must declare the claim to us within five working days of your knowledge
of the event, except in the case of an act of God or force majeure:
u

		

u

		

u

Directly using our Website:
https://declaration-sinistre.mondial-assistance.fr
or by telephone at 0033 142 990 395
Monday to Friday, between 9 am and 6 pm (French time)
or by fax at 0033 142 990 325

If you fail to meet this deadline and we incur a loss because of your late notification,
you lose all rights to compensation.
We will provide you with the information needed to make your claim declaration
and you will be required to supply us with any documents and information to serve
as proof of the reason for your cancellation and to allow us to assess the amount of
indemnity due to you.
If the reason for your cancellation is medical, if you wish, you may send the medical
details in an envelope marked “Confidential“ for the attention of MONDIAL ASSISTANCE’s medical advisor.

MISSED FLIGHT
1. PURPOSE OF THE COVER
If you miss your flight at the start of your journey, for any reason whatsoever, other
than for schedule changes due to the carrier and providing that you leave for the
same destination within the following 24 hours and within the limits of the amounts
shown in the table of coverage and deductibles, we will refund:
•	either the price of a new return ticket, to the extent that the flight missed at the
start of your trip causes the initial return ticket to be lost;
•	or the price of a new one-way ticket, to the extent that only a one-way ticket was
purchased;
•	or the change fees when the initial one-way ticket was revalidated on another
flight, without having been cancelled outright.
2. COVER EXCLUSIONS
In addition to the exclusions that are common to all types of cover, the consequences of the following circumstances and events are also excluded:
2.1.	any circumstances whose effect is no more than the simple enjoyment of your trip;
2.2.	the defaulting of any kind, including financial, of your travel organiser or of the
carrier making the execution of its contractual obligations impossible;
2.3.	epidemics, local health situations, pollution, meteorological or climate incidents;
2.4.	natural disasters covered by the procedure described in statute N° 82-600
dated July 1982;
2.5. any criminal procedures against you;
2.6.	any event occurring between the reservation date for your travel arrangements and the subscription date of this policy.
3. WHAT YOU MUST DO IN THE EVENT OF A MISSED FLIGHT
In the event of a claim, you must notify us of your missed flight by the quickest
methods (fax, telegram, receipted notification) when the covered event that prevents your departure takes place.
You must declare the claim to us within five working days of your knowledge of the
event, except in the case of an act of God or force majeure:
u

		

u

		

u

Directly using our Website:
https://declaration-sinistre.mondial-assistance.fr
or by telephone at 0033 142 990 395
Monday to Friday, between 9 am and 6 pm (French time)
or by fax at 0033 142 990 325

If you fail to meet this deadline and we incur a loss because of your late notification,
you lose all rights to compensation.
We will provide you with the information needed to make your claim declaration
and you will be required to supply us with any documents and information to allow
us to assess the amount of indemnity due to you, in particular:
• the “unused“ single outward bound ticket or initial return ticket,
• the passenger receipt of the newly purchased ticket,
• the boarding card of the newly purchased ticket.
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ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS
1.	PROCEDURES FOR TAKING OUT COVER, WHEN IT TAKES EFFECT AND ITS
TERMINATION
The policy must be taken out on the same day as the airline ticket is issued or at the
latest before the cancellation fees table provided by the approved organisation or
agent with whom this policy is taken out has begun.
Cover takes effect from the date as stated in the Specific Terms and Conditions
subject to receipt of the premium. In the event of deferred payment of the premium,
the day following receipt at midday.
It ends at the start of your travel.
2. CUMULATIVE INSURANCE
If you are covered for the same risks with other insurance companies, you must
inform us of this and provide us with their details and the scope of their cover, in
accordance with article L 121-4 of the French insurance code.
You can obtain indemnification for your damage by contacting the insurance company of your choice.
3. SUBROGATION IN YOUR RIGHTS AND ACTIONS
In consideration for the payment of indemnity and, up to its limit amount, we
become beneficiaries of the rights and actions that you had against anyone liable for
the claim, in accordance with article L 121-12 of the French insurance code.
If, by your act, we are no longer able to perform this action, we can be discharged of
all or part of our obligations towards you.
4.	PENALTIES APPLICABLE IF YOU MAKE A FALSE DECLARATION WHEN TAKING
OUT THE POLICY
Any non-disclosure or false statement, any omission or inaccuracy in the declaration of the risk is punishable under the provisions of Articles L 113-8 and L 113-9 of
the French Insurance Code:
• in the event of bad faith on your part:
by rendering the policy null and void;
• if your bad faith has not been established:
	by a reduction in the indemnity, in proportion to the premium paid in relation to
the premium which would have been due if the risk had been fully and accurately
declared.
5.	PENALTIES APPLICABLE IF YOU MAKE AN INTENTIONAL MISREPRESENTATION
AT THE TIME OF THE CLAIM
Any fraud, non-disclosure or intentional misrepresentation by you about the circumstances or consequences of a claim will result in the loss of all entitlement to
benefit or indemnity for this claim.
6. TIME LIMITATION
Any legal action arising from the insurance policy is subject to a time limitation
period of 2 years from the incident which gives rise to it, under the provisions of
articles L 114-1 and L 114-2 of the French Insurance Code.
The time limitation period is interrupted mainly by the despatch of a registered
letter with acknowledgement of receipt by our company to the party insured in
respect of legal action for payment of the premium and by the insured party to our
company in respect of payment of the indemnity or by the appointment of an expert
following a claim.
7. DAMAGE ASSESSMENT
The causes and consequences of the claim are assessed by mutual agreement and
failing this, by a jointly agreed expert assessment, subject to our respective rights.
Each of us appoints an expert. If the appointed experts do not agree, they appoint
a third expert: the three experts operate in common and by a majority of opinions.
If one of us fails to appoint their expert or the two experts are unable to agree on the
selection of the third expert, the appointment shall be made by the Presiding Judge
of the Tribunal de Grande Instance of the place where the policyholder is domiciled.
This appointment shall be made on a written request signed by us or by just one of
us, with the other having being summoned by registered letter.
Each party pays the fees and expenses of its own expert and half of the fees of the
third expert, if appointed.
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8. PROCEDURE FOR EXAMINING COMPLAINTS
When a Policyholder is unhappy with the way in which their claim has been handled, their first course of action should be to inform their usual contact so that the
reason for their dissatisfaction can be understood and solutions sought.
In the event of a disagreement, any complaints should be sent to the following address:
MONDIAL ASSISTANCE FRANCE SAS
Service Traitement des Réclamations
TSA 20043
75379 Paris cedex 08
The Policyholder will receive an acknowledgement of receipt within ten (10) working
days (excluding Sundays and public holidays) from the date on which their complaint is received, unless a response to the complaint is sent within this timeframe.
A response will be provided no later than two (2) months after the date on which
the complaint is received, unless special circumstances arise, of which the Insurer
shall keep them informed.
If the disagreement persists after the Insurer’s response, after a final examination
of the request has been made and all modes of internal appeal have been exhausted, the Policyholder may then refer the matter to the independent mediator at the
following address:
Médiateur de la Fédération Française des Sociétés d’Assurance (FFSA)
BP 290
75425 Paris cedex 09
The insurance companies belonging to the FFSA have established a system enabling Policyholders and third parties to benefit from a mediation procedure for the
settlement of their disputes. This system is governed by the 10 rules set out in the
FFSA Mediation Charter.
9. TIME LIMIT FOR SETTLEMENT OF CLAIMS
As soon as your case is complete, your indemnity will be paid within 10 days following the agreement between us or an enforceable court ruling.
10. LEGAL JURISDICTION
AGA International elects domicile at its secondary establishment:
Tour Gallieni II
36, avenue du Général de Gaulle
93175 BAGNOLET Cedex
Any disputes raised against AGA International concerning this policy, shall be exclusively submitted to the competent French courts and all notices should be made to
the address shown above.
11. DATA PROTECTION AND CIVIL LIBERTIES LAW
In accordance with French Law on Data Protection and Civil Liberties No. 78-17 of 6
January 1978, you have the right to access and correct any information about yourself that is contained in our files, by contacting our head office in France.
12. REGULATORY AUTHORITY
The body responsible for the regulation of AGA International is the Autorité de
contrôle Prudentiel (French insurance industry regulatory authority), 61 rue Taitbout, 75436 Paris Cedex 09.
13. LEGAL INFORMATION
AGA International
Registered office: 37 rue Taitbout - 75009 PARIS
Public limited company with a capital of €17,287,285
Paris Trade and Companies Register n° 519 490 080
Secondary offices: Tour Gallieni II 36 avenue du Général de Gaulle 93175 BAGNOLET Cedex
Private company governed by the French Insurance Code
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Urgent need of assistance
Contact us (24h/24)
			 on 00 33 (0)1 42 99 02 02
Please indicate:
			 Your policy N°
			
Who needs help?
			
Where? Why?
			
Who is taking care of the patient?
			Where, when and how can he/she
be contacted?

To declare a claim
	Connect directly
the following Web site:
https://declaration-sinistre.mondial-assistance.fr
		

Contact us
on 00 33 (0)1 42 99 03 95

		

(from 9h00 to 18h00 from Monday to Friday)

		

Fax: 00 33 (0) 1 42 99 03 25

AGA International
Tour Gallieni II
36, avenue du Général de Gaulle
93175 BAGNOLET Cedex
Tel.: 01 49 93 29 00
Private company governed by the insurance Code
Company Capital : 17 287 285 euros
RCS PARIS 519 490 080
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